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Of his career in photography, Ryan says, “Life afforded me
travel through a job at sea for over a decade. I would be lying to say that photography was always a budding
dream. There were glimpses of curiosity at an early age where I stole a few shots with my dad’s analogue
camera; nothing special, but again memories of family, the sea and mountains in our hometown, Goa.
My travels to Alaska for several months may have been the starting point – I managed to buy myself a Nikon
4500. The raw beauty of the unseen and the unknown – the vast ocean, inspired me to capture “moments” that
I really wanted to share with others. There was a story there.
It would be fair to say that the last several years have been the real test
of my passion where I have dabbled in several genres. Close to my heart
though is black and white, fine art architecture.
As a photographer, I am not as planned. It is the spur-of-the-moment
inspiration that I thrive on and my pursuit of new experiences that
pushes me to evolve my vision. It is a gentle reminder that I carry my
camera for that perfect capture with humility, compassion and curiosity.”
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Can there be education without passion?
The passion of the educators of our ‘miniscule’ community has put us in the
forefront of education. Despite being a ‘miniscule’ minority, our contribution
to education and nation-building cannot be ignored. One must remember Georg
Wilhelm Hegel’s words: “Nothing great in the world has ever been accomplished without passion.”
Passion and commitment are inseparable. In fact, commitment energizes passion. Power-packed with commitment, our passionate educators have never
thrown in the towel in the face of insurmountable obstacles but have persisted
with determination. Their selflessness and resilience have prevailed in the face
of every challenge that has come their way. As a result, our education eco-systems have survived numerous hijack attempts by vested interests.
“Man is only great when he acts from passion.” – Benjamin Disraeli. Due to the zealous efforts of our passionate
educators, our community has reached out to the lost, the last and the least. Hats off to them!
Passion in education is contagious. We have often witnessed the magic brought into the classroom by passionate educators. Their electrifying persona galvanizes their students to excellence and a bold future. If you are a
passionate educator, there is a strong likelihood that you were impacted by an educator infected with joyous
passion.
This passion in education also leads to innovation. Nothing can stop passionate educators from cutting a path
through the dense jungles of ignorance. They focus all their energies on solutions. No problem is too big for
them. By constantly challenging themselves and celebrating failures, they creatively triumph over problems.
Passionate educators are risk-takers and embrace change. They take on a courageous “what-next” approach. It
is their love for education that keeps their passion alive. During my B.Ed training, a Jesuit professor told us that
if we had no love for education, we should leave the course. He strongly recommended choosing another career
rather than giving the field of education a bad name. It is only when you love what you do that you find your true
calling. An educator without passion is like a doctor without ethics. Passion in education is crucial.
As you relish the colourful pages of this photo-journal issue of AndroMedia (2018-19), you will savour the
strong essence of the creative passion of our teachers as they take St. Andrew’s High School to the next level
of excellence.
Congratulations to all who have passionately collaborated to make Andrew’s proud.
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STUDENT COUNCIL 2018 - 19

Ayush Kedar
Head Boy

Bilal Mohammed
Sports Captain

Melvin D’Souza
Catholic Leader

Kapish Shetty
Asst. Head Boy

Sagar Sharma
Asst. Sports Captain

Judah Furtado
Asst. Catholic Leader

Haider Ali Kantawala
Red House Captain

Kaif Usmani
Blue House Captain

Maaz Khan
Yellow House Captain

Aryan Thakur
Green House Captain

Heramb Pednekar
Asst. Red House
Captain

Devesh Singh
Asst. Blue House
Captain

Abhishek Gupta
Asst. Yellow House
Captain

Ashmit Shelke
Asst. Green House
Captain
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Term 1

ANNUAL PTA MEETINGS

15

Term 1

JR. K.G. PARENTS ORIENTATION

T

he Parent Orientation programme of the Jr.
K.G. was held on 26th July, 2018 as it was
Parents Day. It was a wonderful hands-on
experience for the parents as they enjoyed some
E.P.L. activities, art and craft activities, and observation of fruits, vegetables and flowers with the help of
a magnifying glass. There was never a dull moment
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for them as they enjoyed these activities. They learnt
how skills such as language, concentration, observation, hand-eye co-ordination, motor and social skills
are developed. Parents returned home with sweet
memories of their childhood and a heart-shaped token
of love.
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Term 1

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS

O

n 14th August, 2018, a spirit of freedom and
a sense of pride was felt among the students
of the Andrean Child Centre as they came
dressed in traditional outfits to celebrate India’s
72nd year of independence. Our guests were Ma’am
Vivette D’Mello, Headmistress of the Primary section, and Sir Michael Lopes, Supervisor of the Secondary section.
The programme commenced with
a salute to our national flag, the
singing of the national anthem and
recitation of the pledge. 3 children of the Sr. K.G. spoke a few
sentences on Independence Day.
This was followed by a dance by
the Sr. K.G children. Dressed as
people from the different states of
India, they danced to the tune of
‘Vande Mataram’. The children
of the Nursery, Jr. K.G. and Sr.
K.G. then enlightened us on some
of the national symbols of India.
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Lastly, all the children sang some patriotic songs
in unison. This short programme made children
more aware about their beloved country India. They
were delighted to receive 2 chocolates each as they
returned home with sweet memories of the morning.

15th August, 2018 was a day of
pride for all Andreans as our School
proudly celebrated India’s 72nd
Independence Day. On this day, the
young leaders of our School took
a pledge to serve in the Student
Council. It’s a great way to instil
leadership qualities in them so that
they can be our future leaders.
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Term 1

EXPLORING THE FIVE SENSES
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Term 1

GO GO GO
GOVINDA

T

he Andrean Child Centre celebrated
Gokulashtami with pomp and
joy as the Primary Headmistress,
Ma’am Vivette D’Mello, and the Secondary Supervisor, Sir Michael Lopes,
joined in. The entire Pre-primary staff got
together and arranged to tie an earthen pot
filled with flowers and a rope decorated
with flowers, fruit and money. Children
of the Jr. K.G. and Nursery assembled to
watch their friends of the Sr. K.G. form a
human pyramid to reach the earthen pot.
The pot was broken by a boy dressed as
Lord Krishna who was lovingly called
‘Makhan Chor’. The Staff encouraged the
children to sing ‘Govinda Ala Re Ala’.
The children returned to their classrooms
in a mood full of excitement.
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Term 1

TEACHERS’ DAY CELEBRATIONS

I

ndia marks Teachers’ Day on 5th September as
a tribute to the contribution made by teachers
to society. It is the birth anniversary of a great
teacher, Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan - a staunch
believer in the power of education. He was a wellknown diplomat and scholar as well as the 2nd President of India. He said, “Instead of celebrating my
birthday separately, it would be my proud privilege
if 5th September were observed as ‘Teachers’ Day’ in
India.”
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Our Andreans, along with the Student Council members and the School band, arranged a grand welcome
for all the teachers. This was followed by a prayer
service and an entertainment programme. All the
teachers were felicitated with a plant – a symbol of
love and appreciation from their students. Fr. Principal, on behalf of the management, wished, thanked
and appreciated all the teachers for their hard work.

Term 1

A WALK AROUND THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

T

he children of the Sr. K.G.
enjoyed an educational field
trip around the neighbourhood
of our School. Their excitement
knew no bounds as they visited Holy
Family Hospital, J. Hearsch Bakery,
the School’s turf grounds, a florist
on the way, Café Andora and St.
Andrew’s College. It was a wonderful observation experience for them.
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Term 1

MARIAN PILGRIMAGE

T

he ABE Marian Pilgrimage was held on Tuesday, 11th September, 2018. All students, with
their respective teachers, were asked to assemble
at Apostolic Carmel High School, Bandra by 8.30 am.
More than 1700 catholic students from 32 schools participated. These students walked in a procession to the
Mount under the supervision of the teachers, reciting
the Rosary and singing hymns. Bishop John Rodrigues,
along with 12 concelebrants, celebrated the Mass for
these students at 10.30 am. Fr. Principal, ably aided by
the staff and parents of our School, co-ordinated the
Programme. After the Mass, snack boxes were distributed to all the attendees.
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Term 1

FROM SEED TO PLANT

C

hildren of the Pre-primary section were given
the hands-on experience of sowing seeds as
they were taught the process of germination.
They watered the seeds and watched them sprout. As
part of project work, they planted seeds in a container
at home and brought them happily to school once
grown. What excited them most was observing the
parts of a plant through a magnifying glass. The topic
continued with a florist being invited to display the
making of a floral arrangement.
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Term 1

GANDHI JAYANTI
CELEBRATIONS
“Be the change you wish to see
in the world”
- Mahatma Gandhi

T

o commemorate the 150th birth anniversary of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, lovingly called “Bapuji”
and “Father of the Nation”, the Pre-primary section paid homage by garlanding a framed photograph of
him. A child dressed as the Mahatma spoke a few words about him.

On 2nd October, the Secondary section celebrated the occasion with great pride. Our chief guest was
Mr. Bharat Joshi, an expert in first aid. A short prayer service was conducted, and a short skit was enacted by
our children. Speeches in English, Marathi and Hindi were rendered by students.
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Term 1

27

Term 1

28

Term 1

A WALK AROUND THE SCHOOL CAMPUS

T

he Jr. K.G. children went for a walk around the
School campus to get better acquainted with the
premises and the staff of the School. Being already
familiar with the turf and School grounds, the children
visited the canteen and the School office where they
interacted with the Primary Headmistress, Ma’am Vivette
D’Mello, and Sir Michael Lopes, the Supervisor of the
Secondary section. They also met the Principal, Fr. Magi
Murzello, in his office and interacted with the security
staff of the School. They were excited to see fish in the big
fish tanks. It was an interesting and wonderful experience
for them.
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Term 1

VACHAN PRERNA DIVAS

O

n the occasion of former President, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam’s birth anniversary, 15th October, the State
government urged schools, colleges and offices to observe ‘Vachan Prerna Divas’ (Inspire to Read Day).
Claiming that technology and gadgets have nearly taken over the reading habit, educational institutions
were urged to develop ideas and programmes to cultivate this habit amongst youth. St. Andrew’s High School
also marked this day with a programme.

GLOBAL HANDWASHING DAY

T

he students of the Primary section marked
Global Handwashing Day on 15th October, 2018
with an exercise in handwashing. They were
taught how to lather the soap and scrub their hands
well before rinsing off with clean water. This day is
dedicated to raising awareness of handwashing with
soap as a key factor in disease prevention.
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Term 1

NAVRATRI CELEBRATIONS

D

andiya Raas, a folk dance from Gujarat, is
performed during the Navratri season. It is
also known as “a dance with sticks”. On 17th
October, a festive mood was set as the children and
staff of the Andrean Child Centre gathered in Annexe

Andrea to enjoy some movement and dance. Children
dressed in colourful traditional dandiya costumes and
used tastefully decorated dandiya sticks. Everyone
enjoyed dancing to the foot-tapping music that was
played.
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Term 1

EAT HEALTHY, STAY FIT

W

e all know that eating is a necessity, but do we know that eating
intelligently is an art? We need
to eat healthy in order to live healthy. We,
at the Andrean Child Centre and Sunshine
Nursery, enjoyed healthy food in different
ways by having a Fruit Salad/ Fruit Juice/
Milkshake Day and a Vegetable Day by
encouraging children to eat vegetables
in sandwiches and as a biscuit topping.
Children were surprised at these innovative
ways in which they could eat their fruits
and vegetables. After all, surely everyone
agrees that ‘Health is Wealth’.
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Term 1

COLOURS IN MY WORLD

T

he colours, red, blue,
yellow and green,
were introduced
throughout the 1st Term
in the Nursery class. On
one day of each month,
the cheerful children and
teacher came dressed in
the specified colour of the
month.
To make the little ones
aware of the significance
of each colour, they were
engaged in an art and craft
activity to enhance their fine
motor skills. The Yellow
Day especially was celebrated by motivating the
tiny tots to bring a yellow
flower to school; thus, merging the Colour Day and the
Flower Concept together.
The teacher displayed various objects and flashcards of
the respective colours.
Our Sunshine boys spent
each Colour Day with
utmost enjoyment. Hence
ending the day on a colourful note.
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Term 1

CELEBRATING DIWALI

D

iwali, the festival of joy and light, signifies the victory of good over evil. It is a time for celebration,
sweets and fireworks. Our little Andreans began
their celebration with a surprise puppet show by the trainee
teachers of Podar School. They watched with glee as the
show brought out the message of a noiseless Diwali.
On 1st November, they wore party clothes and brought with
them goodies which they shared with each other. They
danced to foot-tapping music and enjoyed themselves. The
highlight of the celebration was the lighting of the colourful diyas that they themselves had decorated. This experience taught our little ones to respect each other’s religion.
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Term 2

A NOVEL SPORTING ARENA

O

n 30th November, 2018,
Fr. Edwin D’Souza SDB,
Rector, Shrine of Don Bosco’s
Madonna, Matunga, inaugurated St.
Andrew’s Fitness Centre. A mini turf on
the terrace of our Institution, the fitness
centre has a yoga section along with
sporting activities like carrom, chess,
table tennis and a cross-fit gymnasium
which provides the students some
much-needed exercise for the mind and
body. It sees a steady stream of students
rushing to partake of the sports activities that help keep them in good health;
both, mentally and physically.
Even the students of the
Andrean Child Centre took
the opportunity to go right
up and enjoy a fun-filled
morning as they played
indoor games. They even
sat through a picture talk
session and seemed attentive in the new arena.
A big TanQ to our Principal, Fr. Magi Murzello, for
this innovative and unique
recreation facility.
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Term 2
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Term 2

CHORAL FESTIVAL

S

t. Joseph’s Convent Primary School, Bandra (West), together with the Gleehive
Music Education Programme, conducted
the Choir Fest for Primary schools in Bandra
on 5th December, 2018. Our students were fortunate to avail of this opportunity which they
found most exciting and stimulating. The highlight of the event was the most beautiful finale
with more than 100 children singing ‘Cover
The World With Love’ and ‘Silent Night’.
We thank Fr. Magi Murzello for all his support
and Ma’am Felicia Fernandez for training our
boys.

IT’S CHRISTMAS

E

xcitement and joy fill the air as it is the most
wonderful time of the year. What could be
more enjoyable than celebrating the birth of
our Lord Jesus?
We, at the Andrean Child Centre, began our preparations with every classroom being tastefully decorated. On Thursday, 20th December, Ma’am Vivette
D’Mello, the Headmistress of the Primary section was
present at our short programme. Our little Andreans
of the Nursery presented the tableau as children of the
Sr. K.G. depicted the story of the birth of Jesus as they
sang ‘Mary’s Boy Child’.
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The Jr. K.G. children wished everyone present as they
sang ‘We Wish You A Merry Christmas’. A few other
children, dressed as Christmas symbols, spoke about
their respective symbol. Finally, some children of the
Sr. K.G. danced to the foot-tapping song, ‘Feliz Navidad’. What created more excitement was Santa’s visit
as he gifted each child a toy. Smiling, happy faces
reflected the wonderful time had by all in the Pre-primary section.
The Primary and Secondary sections also celebrated
Christmas with a short programme of their own.

Term 2
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Term 2

CARDINAL OSWALD’S BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION

T

he birthday celebration of His Eminence
Oswald Cardinal Gracias was held on 19th
December, 2018 at the Cathedral of the Holy
Name, Colaba. The Eucharist was celebrated by His
Eminence with 15 concelebrating priest Managers and
Principals and was attended by 460 students accompanied by a teacher
from every
ABE-affiliated
school. A melodious choir consisting of 5 ABE
schools from
Mazagaon led the
congregation in
joyful singing.
After the Eucharist, His Eminence
cut the birthday
cake to the loud
singing of the
birthday song. He
then met every
child and teacher
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who presented him a ‘spiritual bouquet’ and lovingly
posed for a photograph with them as they greeted
him; a memento for posterity. Two of our boys,
Andrale Misquitta and Isaac Misquitta, along with
Ma’am Vivette D’Mello and Ma’am Giselle DeMello,
represented our school.

Term 2

MANAGER’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

T

he Andrean family begins the new year with the
birthday celebration of its Manager, Fr. Caesar
D’Mello. Fr. Caesar has been supportive and

encouraging at all times, striving to make the School
a better place for all of us. We wish him good health
and happiness throughout the year.

A SUNSHINE WISH FOR OUR PRINCIPAL

T

he students of the Andrean Child Centre and St. Andrew’s High
School wished our Principal, Fr. Magi Murzello, who celebrates his
birthday on 6th January.

God bless you in a special way for the love and concern with which you
minister to all those entrusted to you care. May your life be filled with
God’s good gifts, abundant joy and heaven’s peace.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
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Term 2

MISSION SUNSHINE
– SANTA’S CARE-A-VAN

S

anta’s Care-a-van, this year’s Yeh-lo Santa programme, was
held on Sunday, 13th January, 2019 at St. Andrew’s High
School, Bandra for the children of Bal Bhavan, an orphanage in Andheri West. Parents of the School’s Helping Hands
group and members of the Women’s Cell of St. Andrew’s Parish
warmly welcomed the girls and stayed with them through the
day taking care of all their needs.
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Term 2

TIL GUD KHYA ANI GODDH GODDH BOLA

W

hat a sight to behold as the children
of the Andrean Child Centre spent
a fun-filled morning on our turf
grounds. Along with their daddies, they flew
colourful kites high up in the Andrean skies.
The bonding between daddy and son was witnessed by all present there. Back in class, the
children enjoyed sharing and eating ‘til’ ladoos
which they had brought from home.
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Term 2

REPUBLIC DAY

O

n 25th January, the
Andrean Child
Centre celebrated
India’s 70th Republic Day
with patriotism and enthusiasm on the newly-turfed
terrace of the School. The
students and staff sang
the National Anthem
with pride and pledged
to uphold the honour and
diversity of India. This
was followed by singing a
few patriotic songs. It was
then ‘MASTI TIME’ as
our little Andreans participated in a session of ‘Fun
and Games’ with props
that depicted the tricolor.
The children dispersed after receiving a colourful packet of Gems as a token to mark this day.
Thus, the morning ended on a happy note.
On 26th January, the Secondary section celebrated the occasion. The chief guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Joseph. Mr. Joseph is
the Co-ordinator of the Hospitality department
of St. Andrew’s College. The flag-hoisting ceremony was followed by the lighting of the lamp
and a short programme.
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GRATITUDATION DAY
“Roots to remind you where you’re from,
wings to show you what you can become”
– that was the theme of Gratitudation Day
2018 – 19. Fr. Principal addressed the Std. X
boys, along with their parents, on the importance of appreciation. He spoke about the ‘Bee
Box’, which was a timeless gift.

T

he day began with a prayer service
followed by the Andrean King contest
which was judged by 2 of our ex-students,
who have made their mark in their respective careers.
The contest was won by Maaz Shaikh while Melvin
D’Souza was 1st Runner-up and Hyder Ali Kantawala
was 2nd Runner-up. The students, their parents and the
staff enjoyed a sumptuous lunch. The boys enjoyed

dancing too. Each student was also given a solar
lantern from Fr. Principal to help them light their way
as they take their stride into the outside world. All
of them had a wonderful time. We hope these memories will always remain unforgettable, vivid and
heart-warming for our boys.
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Term 2

HERE WE GO… ON THE MOVE

B

eing Transport Day, our little Andreans of the
Jr. K.G. were introduced to some modes of
transport like car, scooter, motorcycle, bicycle,
van and autorickshaw. They were also enlightened
on safety rules like wearing a helmet, using a seatbelt
and not talking on the mobile phone while riding or
driving.
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The students of the Sr. K.G. were taken for a short
field trip ‘On the Road’. They were shown the various road signs, speed breakers and zebra crossing.
Through all this, joyful learning took place.

Term 2

A PICNIC AHOY!

T

here was much excitement on 27th February,
2019 as the Pre-primary went for their annual
picnic. It was indeed special as the parents
accompanied their children. It was meticulously
planned and organised by the school management in
collaboration with Adventure Tours.
The children, along with their parents, assembled at
8:30 am to travel in 5 buses to Kids Magica Fun City
at Infinity Mall, Malad. There was a much singing and
dancing en route. Everyone then devoured the sumptuous breakfast that was served.
On reaching the venue, the Andrean family entered
the play zones with enthusiasm and had a whale of
a time on every ride possible. The highlight of the
day was when some Fun City volunteers got our
boys and parents to shake a leg to some foot-tapping music. By then it was lunch time and everyone enjoyed the complimentary McDonald burger
generously given by Adventure Tours.
All good things come to an end and so did this
most-awaited day. We returned to school with wonderful memories to treasure as our hearts wished it
was picnic-time everyday.
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Term 2

COMMUNITY HELPERS

B

eing of service to humanity and to the community is a great
gift. It was delightful to see the Sr. K. G. boys dressed as different community helpers and talk on their role in society. To
mention a few, we had soldiers, doctors and policemen among many
others. This role play was organised to help our children to overcome
stage fright and enable them to speak confidently before an audience.
A few days later, the Jr. K.G. boys dressed up as a doctor, nurse,
policeman, soldier, painter, barber, teacher, vegetable vendor, milk
man, tailor, baker, fisherman, farmer, actor and newspaper vendor to
depict each one’s role in society. It was a great hands-on experience for
them.
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Term 2

CELEBRATING HOLI

H

oli, the festival of colours, falls in
March and signifies the onset of Spring.
Our little ones at the Andrean Child
Centre celebrated the festival in a simple manner with ‘gulal’ being smeared on their cheeks.
They were thrilled. They also coloured a worksheet based on the festival. In the midst of all
the fun, the teachers emphasised the importance
of a safe celebration and listed the do’s and
don’ts of playing with colour; be it with family,
peers, elders or animals in the neighbourhood.
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Term 2

AS WE MOVE FORWARD…

T

he Sr. K.G. children held their Graduation Day on Saturday, 30th March, 2019 in the Annexe Andrea. Our chief
guest was Mrs. Emma Sequeira, a parishioner of St.
Andrew Church. Ma’am Giselle welcomed all present and highlighted the activities and various events held through the year.
The programme began with the children singing the School
Anthem followed by the Mission Sunshine song and a welcome
song. Our chief guest was felicitated with a bouquet of flowers.
The children then presented a short musical act, Sleeping Beauty.
The entertainment continued with the Professor Ph. D. song
and the Bee song. Some children were awarded prizes for the
academic year 2017 – 18. This was followed by the most awaited
Convocation Ceremony and distribution of the diplomas.
The morning came to an end with a farewell song by the boys as
well as a tribute from the staff. Our proud graduates and happy
parents carried home wonderful memories of this day.
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ANNUAL ENGLISH ELOCUTION
- Primary Section

ANNUAL ENGLISH ELOCUTION
- Secondary Section

T

he School’s annual English Elocution Competition was successfully held on 22nd September in
Annexe Andrea. We had our very own ex-students, Mr. Craig Travasso and Mr. Manav Bahel,
judging the competition. Mr. Craig and Mr. Manav
have achieved great success in life and guided our
students well.
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Each student put their best foot forward. They left
everyone mesmerized by their performance. The audience also maintained great discipline throughout the
show. The competition was a grand success.
Congratulations not only to the winners but also to
every participant. Three cheers to all Andreans!!!

MARATHI ELOCUTION COMPETITION

T

he Primary
Marathi Elocution
Competition was
held on 25th September, 2018. Sir Alves,
our ex-teacher, and Sir
Michael Lopes, our Secondary supervisor, were
the judges. Sir Alves
spoke few inspirational
words and also shared
his past experience. He
was overwhelmed with the little champs who participated. Sir Michael concluded with some humour.

Std. II

Std. III

Std. IV

1st place

Atharva
Bhavsar

Prajwal Patil

Krish Majwelkar

2nd place

Aditya Bhowad

Aaditya Kadam

Nirant Adsul

3rd place

Aniket Tambe

Nishant Jadhav

Yash Mhatre

ENGLISH SOLO SINGING COMPETITION

M

usic is the soul of life. To encourage our students
towards music, we, at St. Andrews Primary School, held
our English Solo Singing Competition, on Friday, 5th October, 2018. Our judges were Mrs. Genevieve Cabral and Miss Claudine
D’Souza. The programme commenced with a welcome song followed by
the performances of the 12 solo singers – 3 from each class. Our judges
addressed us with their valuable feedback gave away the prizes. Our
Headmistress, Ma’am. Vivette D’Mello, delivered the Vote of Thanks. It
was indeed a delightful morning. Congratulations to all our participants!
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Term 2

ANNUAL SPORTS DAY
– Andrean Child Centre
‘A healthy mind is a healthy body’ is an age-old adage.
We, at the Andrean Child Centre, firmly believe in this.
Our 8th Annual Sports Day was held on Saturday, 27th
October, 2018, on the School quadrangle. Our chief
guest was Fr. Lawrence D’Souza, a sportsman, who
was accompanied by our Principal, Fr. Magi Murzello.

W

e began with our tiny tots ‘Walking in with
Pride’ alongside their respective class teachers and assistant teachers. This was followed
by felicitating our chief guest, the athlete’s torch run, athlete’s oath and the opening of the sports meet with the
release of colourful balloons signifying the message of
‘aiming higher’.
The drill displays by the Jr. K.G. and Sr. K.G. were a treat
to the eye. The races that followed, be it the flat race or
novelty races, were a splendid showcase of teamwork that
highlighted the skills our children have acquired.
Finally came the most awaited part of the event. The prize
distribution brought excitement and smiles on the faces
of the winners. A morning well begun ended, underlining
a clear message that participation is more important than
winning or losing.
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Term 2

ANNUAL SPORTS DAY

F

or the first time, our Annual Sports
Day was held over 3 days i.e. 18th to
20th December, 2018. Despite regular
school in the morning, our students turned up
undeterred to play football, hockey and cricket
matches (and even participate in athletics)
in the evening. Enthusiastic and full of vim
and vigour, our students from the under-8 age
group right up to under-16 played, ran, cheered
and made the most of the 3 days.
Mrs. Dipika Murthy, former international
women’s hockey player was our chief guest
on the first day. On day 2, we had Mr. Adrian
D’Souza, former hockey Olympian, gracing
the occasion. For the grand finale on day 3, we
had our ex-Andrean, Dr. Naeem Jagani.
All 3 days were filled with an air of competition and activity. The March Past had a whopping 45 students from each of the 4 houses
participating with the Garcia house winning
the coveted trophy. The dance performance by
students from Stds. II and IV brought in some
light moments into the arena that was overflowing with excitement. Overall, the Garcia
house emerged victorious with a tally of 1667
points.

The following students were the winners:
Athletics

Tennis Cricket

Football

Hockey

Under-8

Moinnuddin
Qureshi
(by 12 points)

Xavier house

Garcia house

—

Under-10

Kushal Vaity
(by 15 points)

Garcia house

Savio house

—

Under-12

Ratnesh Gurav
(by 13 points)

Savio house

Xavier house

Xavier house

Garcia house

Garcia house

Garcia house

Vianney house

Vianney house

Vianney house

Under-14

Under-16
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Sagar Sharma
(by 20 points)
Sujal
Ghanekar
(by 15 points)

Term 2
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CONGRATULATIONS!

In a boxing tournament organised by the
Mumbai District Boxing Association at the
Central Railway Mechanical Institute on
29th September, 2018, our students, Arsh
Shaikh and Danish Khan of Std. X won the
Gold medal.

Sujal Ghanekar of Std. X A represented Maharashtra state in the B. C. Roy Junior National
Football Championship 2018 – 19 held in
Rajkot, Gujarat from 16th to 28th November,
2018.
Sujal also made the School proud by representing Maharashtra in the State Under-17 Football
Tournament in the II Khelo India Youth Games
organized in Pune.

Another student adding a feather to the Andrean cap is Sagar Sharma (Std. IX) who was selected for the
Inter-district Football Tournament held in Jalgaon in January 2019. May the Andrean flag fly high!
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CONGRATULATIONS!

WINNERS AT CELEBRATE BANDRA 2018
1. St. Andrew’s High School Hockey Team – Runners Up at the
Inter-School Hockey Tournament
2. Sagar Sharma – 1st place in the 2 kms Road Race
3. Harsh Kapadia – 3rd place in the 2 kms Road Race
4. Mohd. Qasim Kader (Std. IV) – 1st place in the 1 km Road Race

Manya J. Shah for winning the Bronze medal in
the Under – 9 year age category at the IX National
Goju- Ryu Open Karate Championship – 2018 of
Maharashtra which was held on 15th – 16th December, 2018 at Mumbai.

At the District-level Inter-youth club Sports
Meet 2018-19 organized by My Achiever
Sports Academy on 15th and 16th December,
2018 in Mumbai, Tirth Valvi (Std. VI B) won a
Gold medal in Karate (Kata) and a Silver medal
in Karate (Fight).
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Winners of the All-India Drawing Competition powered by Navneet.
Std. I – Aiden Poojari
Std. II – Shaurya Pardesi
Std. III – Aaditya Kadam
Std. IV – Krish Majwelkar

Indrayudh Ajay Pramanik (Std. VIII) for participating and being awarded a Certificate of Merit in the
All-India Open Mathematics Scholarship Examination held on 2nd September, 2018 at Mumbai.
He ranked 103/2536 and was also awarded a cash
prize.

Indrayudh Ajay Pramanik (Std. VIII) for participating in the Mental Maths Competition, 2018
- Mumbai level organised by Global Maths Science Education and being awarded a certificate
for securing 8th rank.

Our hockey team for winning the 3rd place
in the Mumbai School Sports Association
(MSSA) Inter-school Hockey Tournament
– Under-14 held on 13th February, 2019 in
Mumbai.
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MAHARASHTRA DAY
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Arunachal Pradesh (January 2019)

Kashmir (February 2019)

Kashmir (February 2019)

Kashmir (October 2018)

Jammu (July 2018)

